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buried) to tell the public about Dr. Bull. Similar posters are
being sent to Kew, the Woolhope Club and the Cider
Museum in Hereford.
Also in this issue, we are really fortunate to have, for the

first time, a key to a group of fungi. Peter Roberts has
written one for the 'Ectomycorrhizal Ramaria species in

Britain'. These are, of course, only one group from this
genus, but we do not infrequently find some of them in
Herefordshire.

Hopefully, it will inspire us to find more!

Jo, apart from writing her first Recorder's report, has also
Welcome to the Autumn 2009 News Sheet

Firstly, my apologies for such a late issue. My intention is
always to try to publish by the middle of October, but we
have really been rather busy over the past few weeks:
hence, the late arrival of this one.

Whilst I am on the subject, though, please do continue to
contribute articles, photographs, etc. These are welcome
from anyone - not just the cognoscenti - but I would
appreciate it if you could get them to me, at the latest by:

•
•

20th March for Spring News Sheets;
20lh September for Autumn News Sheets.

Obviously, if you can make it earlier, this is very helpful.
As some of you will know, in both Jo and Ted have been
researching aspects of Dr. Henry Graves Bull, as the

contributed an article encouraging us to try to find some of
the more unusual Ganodermas and Debbie continues to
wax lyrical on rusts in North Wales - this time on the
seashore.

subject?
For mycophages, we have an entertaining article on
'Truffles in History. Myth and Folklore' by Steve and
another recipe by Nick, this time for Tagliatelli Fungi' - I
can vouch personally for its excellence!
I hope you enjoy this issue, late as it is.

1.

entertainment.

Don't forget that our AGM is on Wednesday,

November 18th, at 2.00 pm, at the Woolhope

Village Hall {agenda to be issued shortly). This is

with the Woolhope Club in the 19lh Century. Jo has been
Field Mycologist. In this issue of our News Sheet, Ted has
collected some snippets by Bull from the Transactions of
the Woolhope Naturalists' Club for our education and

Happy reading!

3 notices:

'father' of foraying and systematic mycological recording

investigating his paintings of fungi at Kew and has written
an excellent article in the latest (October) issue of the

Maybe we should ask her to come and talk to

us one day, to improve our collective knowledge on this

after lunch, following the morning foray at Holme
Lacy.

2.

I have a number of x10 lenses for sale, at £10 each, if
anyone is interested in buying one - the small profit

on each goes to HFSG.
3.

If anyone wishes to be added to the circulation list for
the Index to the News Sheets, please let me know.
Mike Stroud

Incidentally, on December 2nd we are hoping to put up a

mikestroudi (5jbtinternet.com

poster at St. Michael's Church, Breinton (where he is
RECORDERS REPORT

January - August 2009

More than 500 records have been entered since January 2009 on the VC36 database which, as I write, holds 60494 entries

- numbers having received a boost when all the additional records held on the FRDBI were added on. Despite being dogged
by dry conditions, Group forays have added 6 newVC36 and over 140 new site records so far this year. In two instances
the lichen records were especially valuable as none existed before.
AST WOOD 25.03.09

significant record as only too often oaks get recorded as

As readers of Field Mycology will have learnt {2008: Jan,
Apr & July), there have been some re-thinks on Hypoxylon

"oak' and the exact species is not observed. The

spp.

no 'miniskirt", was seen in quantity under a cedar.

Hence H. petriniae, which appeared on the foray list,

Earthstar, Geastrum pectinatum, the one with a neck but

is the new name for the commonest form of what was H.
rubiginosum. Rigidoporus ulmarius, which was recorded
here, can be distinguished in the field (from Perenniporia
fraxinia) by its pinkish to orange to brick-red pore layer.
EASTNOR CASTLE 22.04.09
The Group forayed in the Castle grounds, where there are
trees, or groups of trees in grass.

Little, apart from St.

George's Mushroom, was seen in the grass and most

recording was done under the trees. Dog's Mercury,
Mercurialis perennis, was seen with deformed growth
thanks to the presence of the rust Melampsora populnea.
A living yew bore the characteristic pinkish patches of
Amylostereum iaevigatum and Inonotus dryadeus was

seen on the trunk of a Luccombe Oak. This is probably a
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CROFT CASTLE WOODS 13.05.09

This is a well recorded site which the Group has surveyed
on several occasions. This time, everyone went into the
main valley. Of the 47 species recorded in dry conditions,
Pirottaea nigrostriata, Psilachnum chrysostigmum and
Rosellinia mammiformis were all firsts for Croft.
Steccherinum fimbriatum is a common species usually
growing on the underside of fallen branches, but rare at
the same time in the sense that it is a corticioid that can
actually be identified in the field by its pinkish body colour

The larger fungi marked their first appearance in any
number with the striking Xerocomus pulverulentus and two
'Lepiotas", the red-brown pointy-scaled and squamulose
Lepiota echinacea and the diminutive Cysto/epiota
seminuda (=Lepiota sistrata), both appearing in litter. The
willow carr yielded two brackets - Phellinus igniarius
which parasitises living trees - usually of willow producing a very handsome bracket and Polyporus durus
(= P.badius) which more usually occurs on dead beech.

and spreading feathery margin.
HAUGH WOOD 27.05.09

31 records, mostly of common species. Pseudovalsa
longipes, recorded on the foray, is a new VC36 record.

It

is a species with a cushion or disc bearing several
perithecia which can be seen through the slit they have
created in the bark but which does not stand proud above
it. Sharp eyes needed. Psilachnum chrysostigmum on old

fern stems has tiny white discs which turn yellow or
reddish when handled,

BRILLEY DINGLE 17.06.09

Unfortunately, the Group's first visit to this site coincided
with very dry conditions. Several of the ascos recorded
were new for the site, including one of the eye-lash fungi
Scutellinia trechispora. Nevertheless Coprinus

disseminatus was on show. The minute hairs on the cap
of this species are a useful character in the field for
distinguishing it from its look-alike Psathyrelta pygmaea.

Scutellinia trechispora - Brilley Dingle (17/6/09)

BERRINGTON PARK 15.07.09

Dry conditions again prevailed, so no mycorrhizal species
were recorded. On the other hand, Ganoderma australe

(=G. adspersum) was both plentiful and prominent on
many of the parkland beech, ash and lime. Little of note
was found on fallen branches but several members were
able to report the lime specialist Peniophora

rufomarginata. The grassland should have been likely to
host a good mycota, but on this occasion only Agaricus
arvensis and A. campestris made even a token
appearance. Dead nettle stems yielded ten of the records,

including the rarely recorded ascos Calycellina chlorinella,
Herpotrichia macrotricha and Laetinaevia carneofiavida.
Shelly reported two species on rabbit pellets,
Cephaiotrichum stemonitis and the mini-drumsticks of
Stilbella erythrocephala. She also identified Hypomyces
broomeanus on rotting Heterobasidion annosum
HUMBER MARSH 12.08.09
Many of the records for this under-recorded site were new,
so the visit, although not yielding a targe list, was valuable.
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not II.

Recorded once before at Downton on S. aquatica

during a BMS foray in 1951. The only other VC36 record is
from Dinmore in 18xx. Collected by Jo Weightman.
(FRDBI67) K
OUT OF COUNTY RECORDS

Battarraea phalloides Shropshire - a new vice-county for
this Red Data species.

Hohenbuehelia cyphelliformis (see front cover) collected at
Cwmdu, Crickhowell by Mike Stroud (determined by Shelly
Stroud) July 2009. There are no VC36 records for this
species. K
Penlcillium vulpinum {= P. ciaviforme) Coed y Cerrig

21.06.09. Reported by Shelly Stroud (FRDBI 54)
OTHER NOTABLE VC36 RECORDS
In some cases I have included the number of entries on
the FRDBI. Less than 100 is considered to indicate rarity
(to put it in context Sternum hirsutum has in excess of
10,000 entries - and is probably still grossly underrecorded). Note: K means deposited in the Kew
Herbarium.

Amanita crocea recorded by Ted Blackwell in the garden
of Hardwick House 02.08.09
Ascobolus denudatus reported, by Jean Wynne-Jones
from a bag of Westland compost, source therefore
unknown.

Determined by Ted Blackwell.

(FRDBI 53)

Geopora sumnenana under a Cedrus deodara at Hampton
Court in March. Collected by Jo Weightman. More than a
century since last reported from this site. K
Glyphium elatum.

BarnettWood;

last collected here in

2004. Only other VC36 site is Credenhill Park Wood

Jo Weightman - Recorder

2003, FRDBI 66. K

A FUNGAL FRAGMENT

From Woolhope Club Transactions 1892.
"On October 15th, Mr M.J. Ellwood forwarded for
inspection a monstrous fungus which had proved so
formidable an enemy to Sanitary Reform as to have
secretly grown in the dark regions of an iron surfacedrain in one of the streets of Leominster, to such an

Glyphium elatum - Barnett Wood (photograph by Jo Weightman)

Marasmius hudsonii on fallen hotly leaves on the Goggin
in February. Jo Weightman (a life tick!).

extent as to have completely blocked the pipe,
adapting itself to the internal flanges of the pipe more

compactly than art of man could execute a mortise
and tenon joint. It appeared penetrated with a foetid
odour of the drain which however passed off in a few

days.

Mycena corynephora Turnstone Court Farm on beech
Bryan Lack 21.0109. (FRDBI 69)

Dr. Cooke named it Fomes fraxinus, Fr".

The current name is Perenniporia fraxinea (Bull.)
Ryvarden, which suggests it was growing near the base of

Peniophora proxima The Ridgeway Eastnor Estate: a

second collection by Cherry Greenway of this nationally
rare species occurring only on box 06.03.09. {FRDBI 50)

a tree, probably ash.

Ted Blackwell

Uromyces scrophulariae on living leaves of Scrophularia
umbrosa in Downton Gorge 12.06.09.

Stages I and III but
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SNIPPETS FROM 'TRANSACTIONS OF THE WOOLHOPE NATURALISTS' CLUB'
While scanning pages of the Transactions of the Woolhope Naturalists' Club of Hereford, Ted Blackwell collected the
following enlightening snippets:
From 1870:

"...One of the occupiers [of Bringewood Forge], Mr.

"The Polyporus hispidus [Inonotus hispidus] is very

abounds in juice, and one gentleman present, greatly to

Benjamin Giles, met with a melancholy end. He was
returning from a yeomanry parade when, on the bridge
now before you [Forge Bridge], his horse suddenly shied
and fell over into the river. Mr Giles was drowned and

the amazement of the others, declared that he had been

what added very much to the horror of the accident was

eating it in mistake for the "Vegetable Beefsteak" and it

the fact that before the body could be removed it had been
carried down by the mill-race and much mutilated by the

handsome, but withal uncouth-looking, covered with rough

dark hair - handsome in its bold ugliness. It is fleshy and

was not bad, though he did not care to try it again".

great wheel of his own mill."

From 1884: extract from GIGANTIC FUNGI' by M.C.
Cooke. Sparassis crispa Fries.
"Mr Worthington Smith exhibited at one of the Epping
Forays....the largest individual of this species it has been
my privilege to see. I have quite forgotten the
dimensions....it was so large he had to bring it in two
baskets.

I think it was somewhere about a half a yard in

diameter, and occupied a table to itself...."
There follows a footnote:
"The large Sparassis came from...Vinter's Park,
Maidstone.

It was found at the base of a Scotch Fir.

It

took two men to carry the deal box in which it was packed
and the box afterwards became a spacious rabbit-hutch.

Inonotus hispidus

The Sparassis was very compact, solid and heavy; 3 feet
6 inches round; 10 inches high above the ground; with

From 21st June 1870:

solid heavy base of Mycelium for six inches beneath the

A visit of the Woolhope Club by river boat to the new

surface.

railway tunnel (through Coppet Hill*) betow Kerne Bridge.

It was divided and carried by two persons to

Loughton in two fish baskets, one being sufficiently heavy
for one person to carry with convenience -Ed."

"....About a mile below Kerne Bridge a stoppage was
made to visit the tunnel for the railway now in course of
construction between Ross and Monmouth.

It passes

through Coppet Wood Hill, and by the politeness of
G.E.W. Wellesley, Esq., a man had been sent down to

open it for any ladies or gentlemen who might wish to visit
it. The navvy appeared in due course and in costume,
with a bunch of candles, and lighted one for every visitor
who entered. Many did so, and found themselves in a
passage boarded up on all sides dark, and damp, and
cold. At first the candles only made its darkness the more
intense, but by degrees as the eye accommodated itself to
the gloom, a hunt for funguses began.

Several Polypores

were found quickly growing on the timber and boarding, a
very pretty Mycena, and a fragile Coprinus, too delicate
to exist long enough in the dry air outside for the exact
names to be determined.

From the boards forming the

roof curious moss-like masses of Mycelium hung down.

It

was too dangerous to remain long, and the boats were
Sparassis crispa (not so big, as the one cited here!)

soon regained in the warm air outside".
["The railway was axed, almost certainly by Dr.

Beeching

From 1883:

in the 1960's, but the tunnel-approach cuttings are

The Club had been on an excursion by train to Ludlow and

discernable on the OS map at approximately SO587184 to

had been "conveyed by omnibus" to a foray at Moor Park.

SO588178.

EB.].

"At the entrance to the park there flourished quite a colony
of some twenty or thirty specimens of Boletus satanas,
some of them being eight or nine inches in diameter, and

From 1869:

An Account of Bringewood Forge and Furnace given

over them some discussion was proceeding when a

as an open-air address by Dr.

member of the party was discovered staggering along

Club to Downton Gorge, 1869.

Bull during a visit by the

under the weight of a mass of Polyporus giganteus
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[Meripilus giganteus] nearly thirty inches in one direction

and 2 feet in the other

A graphic account might be

written of the Herculean labours of Mr Moore, as he

them".

struggled under the weight and responsibility of the
gigantic Polyporus, till it was safely deposited in the
Museum.

Europaeum) from Deerfold Forest to all who wished for

[It is reassuring to note from L.E. Whitehead's Handlist of
Plants of Herefordshire (1976) that it survived Bull's

How it travelled to the Ludlow station in a

wheelbarrow; what astonishment it created at the railway

'collecting' for at least another century, as Whitehead

station; the suspicious remarks which rough country

says:

youths did not hesitate to employ; and the yells of sundry

"Recorded in the Transactions WNFC in 1869 and still

small boys whenever it became exposed to their gaze - all

abundant along the edge of the road and along the banks

this and more might be recorded had we not other and

of the stream".

more prosaic details still to furnish of the results of the

various expeditions."

[Deerfold Forest is approximately the area centred on
SO3867.

EB.]

From 1869:
"Dr.

Ted Blackwell

Bull distributed roots of Asarabaca (Asarum

TAGLIATELLI FUNGI BALSAMICO

This recipe makes a
generous starter for four or

as the flavour cooks out of the

a light main course for two.
It may seem an unlikely

available from the

insipid fresh stuff that is
supermarkets.

marriage of ingredients but
be assured that the finished

With regard to the mushrooms

dish is very toothsome.

anything from the shops will do.

The quantities and

but I use this recipe especially

measurements are

when a good haul of Parasols

approximate except in the

or Giant Puffballs can be

case of the tarragon and

obtained.

the balsamic vinegar both

neatness, just break them up

of which are essential and

roughly and away with the

impart powerful flavours.

mixer!

No need for

Use dried French tarragon

Ingredients:

Approx 500 grams or 11b of mushrooms (broken up)
A medium sized onion finely chopped
Enough butter or oil to soften the onion
1 heaped teaspoon dried French tarragon
1 large clove garlic (crushed)
1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
About 250grms natural yogurt
Small tub fresh cream or creme fraise

Approx 250grms or % Ib good quality dried tagliatelli
Freshly ground black pepper to taste

Method:
•
•

Firstly, get a good-sized pan of lightly salted water on to simmer for the pasta.
Now gently soften the onion and garlic with the butter/oil in a wok or large (preferably non-stick) pan,..do not allow to
colour.

•

When onions are ready, add ail of the broken mushrooms and cook until they are soft and the juices are running.

•

Now add the tarragon, pepper and balsamic vinegar and stir.

•

Reduce the heat to a minimum and keep warm whilst you cook the pasta as per the directions on the packet.

•

When the pasta is ready, drain through a sieve; dress with a little butter or olive oil if liked, and place a mound on each
warmed plate.

-

Now working quickly, REMOVE THE MUSHROOM MIX FROM THE HEAT.

•

Stir in the yoghurt and cream, and when combined ladle spoonfuls of the mixture over the tagliatelli.

•

Serve immediately. (Do not re-heat or the cream will 'crack" which tastes just the same but spoils the appearance of the
finished dish.)

Delicious!

Bon appetit!
Nick
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ECTOMYCORRHIZAL RAMARIA SPECIES IN BRITAIN

Species in the genus Ramaria have long been divided into three groups. The true Ramaria species (subgenus Ramaria) are
all ectomycorrhizal, often produce large 'chunky' fruitbodies, have smooth to warty spores, a monomitic hyphal system
{meaning that all hyphae are septate), and clamped or undamped hyphae. In Britain they normally associate with beech or
occasionally oak. Species with spiny spores (subgenus Echinoramaria) are saprotrophic, produce comparatively small but
densely branched fruitbodies that are typically ochraceous even when young, have a monomitic hyphal system, clamped
hyphae, and {with one exception) small, finely spiny spores. They are found with conifers as well as deciduous trees and
sometimes occur in mulched flowerbeds, often in large troops. The last and smallest group (subgenus Lentoramaria) are
also saprotrophic, often growing on very rotten wood or woody remains. Fruitbodies are densely branched, frequently with
pinkish or purplish tints. Their spores are comparatively small and warted, their hyphae clamped, and their hyphal system
mono- or dimitic {the latter meaning that aseptate, thick-walled hyphae are present). The subgenus includes R. stricta
(Upright Coral), by far the commonest Ramaria in Britain.

Recently, molecular research {Hosaka era/., 2006} has

suggested that these three groups represent three related,

{Ramaria sanguinea) bruises red to vinaceous in the main
stem.

but separate genera. The name Ramaria will stay with the
ectomycorrhizal species, whilst the spiny-spored group is

Ramaria botrytis, typically pinkish with vinaceous branch
tips, can usually be recognized on sight and helpfully has

likely to be moved to the genus Phaeoclavulina. A new
genus will be needed for Ramaria stricta and its allies.

distinctive, striate spores as a good microscopic character.

True Ramaria species are poorly represented in Britain,

The violet and brown Ramaria fennica var. griseolilacina

There are far fewer species than on the Continent and all
are uncommonly or rarely recorded- They seem to prefer

should also be recognizable in the field.

old, well-established trees in woodland, or on banksides

Ramaria formosa is typically salmon-pink with yellow
branch tips, but unfortunately some specimens lack the

and tend to fruit erratically, often rather early in the autumn
(August - October). In Herefordshire, Croft Castle

yellow tips.

(Fishpool Valley) has at least three species;
•

Ramaria formosa (with hundreds of fruitbodies in
September 2008),

•

R- botrytis (Rosso Coral),

•

and the rare R. fennica var. griseolilacina.

The much rarer Ramaria subbotrytis can look similar, but
has undamped hyphae and narrower spores.

Wigmore Rolls also has three:

Ramaria aurea and R. flava have long been confused and
the only safe way to distinguish them is the presence or
absence of clamp-connexions. These may not occur at all

•

Ramaria botrytis,

septa, so some searching is required. The easiest way is

•

R. formosa

•

and R. pallida.

Additional Herefordshire sites for ectomycorrhizal Ramaria
species include Downton Gorge, Garnons Hill, and Barnett

Wood, but further search should reveal more.
Very young specimens are likely to be unidentifiable, as
are old specimens (when the whole fruitbody takes on the
ochre-brown colour of the spores). Young, but mature
specimens are ideal, especially if there are several in a
group.

Fresh colours need to be noted in the field,

particularly at the branch tips and bases. One species

Ramaria botrytis - Bamet Wood (5/10/05)

simply to squash a small section of branch tissue - in a
water mount, if the material is fresh - until at least some of

the hyphae are separated out, then examine the septa.
Clamps are usually easier to see on straight hyphae than
on swollen hyphae. Photographs of most species can be
found in Breitenbach & Kranziin (1986).

The following key is provisional, but may be helpful. "Q" is
spore length divided by width. Note that "Extremely Rare'
means that the species has been recorded from 10 or

fewer post-1960 hectads, whilst "Rare" means 25 or
fewer. Categories are given for species that appear on

the current Red Data List (Evans etal., 2006).

Ramaria Formosa - Fishpool Valley, Croft (6/9/08)
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Key to true Ramaria species in Britain
1. Fruitbodies yellow-ochraceous throughout (stipe sometimes
white), occasionally bruising red
2
1. Fruitbodies buff to brown or with salmon, pink, or violaceous
tints
2.

4

Fruitbodies bruising red to purplish red, particularly on the

(whitish) stipe; spores 7.5-12 x 3.5-5.5 urn (Q = 1.8-2.1);
clamp-connexions absent.

[Only one recent British record]

R. sanguinea

2. Fruitbodies not bruising red

3

3. Clamp-connexions absent; spores 9-13 x 3.5-5 urn

(Q = 2.2-2.8). [RDL: Near Threatened]

R. aurea

3. Clamp-connexions present; spores 9-11.5 x 3.5-4.5 urn
(Q = 2.3-2.8). [Rare]
R. flava
Ramaria aurea- Clydach Gorge, Powys (13/10/06)

4. Fruitbodies with pinkish tints, sometimes vinaceous at branch tips
4.

5

Fruitbodies buff to brown, sometimes with violaceous tints

7

5. Fruitbodies flesh-pink to pinkish-ochre with darker or vinaceous branch tips; spores 10-14 x 3.5-5 urn (Q =2.4-3.1) with
fine but distinct lines or ridges; clamp-connexions present. [RDL: Near Threatened]
R. botrytis
5. Fruitbodies rose- to salmon- or coral-pink, sometimes with yellowish branch tips

6

6. Fruitbodies salmon- to coral-pink, often with yellowish branch tips; spores 8.5-10 x 4.5-5.5 urn (Q = 1.7-2.0); clampconnexions present. [RDL; Vulnerable)
R. formosa

6. Fruitbodies rose- to salmon-pink, sometimes with yellowish branch tips. Spores narrower, 9-10 x 3-4 um (Q = 2.5-3.0);
clamp-connexions absent. [RDL; Near Threatened]

R. subbotrytis

7. Fruitbodies pale buff, sometimes with yellowish or violaceous tints; spores 8.5-11 x 4.5-6 urn (Q = 1.6-2.1); clampR. pallida (syn. R. mairei)
connexions absent. [Extremely Rare]

7. Fruitbodies pale- to mid-brown with violaceous tints (particularly in upper stipe and main branches); spores narrower, 911.5 x 3.5-4,5 urn (Q = 2.1-2.5); clamp-connexions absent. [Extremely Rare]
R. fennica var, griseoUlacina (syn. R. fumigata p.p.)
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LOOK OUT FOR

INTERESTING GANODERMAS

All too often the trunks of yew trees get only a cursory
glance. Make it your mission this year to walk around
them in the gloom.

You will almost certainly see the small

pinkish-greyish-creamy patches of Amyloslereum

laevigatum which was recorded at the Eastnor foray this
year. You will also have seen the eye-catching and
sometimes fiery brackets of Laetiporous sulphureus on its
only conifer host. What I would like you to look for is
Ganoderma carnosum.

Ganoderma austraie
Ganoderma camosum - Orleton (photograph by Jo Weightman)

G. applanatum has a thin growing edge and a several year
This particular Ganoderma occurs exclusively on living

old specimen will look like a pile of plates rather than have

yew and only rarely anywhere.

a triangular profile.

By happy coincidence the

In the southeast, since the 1987 storm

two VC36 records have been where your Recorder has

created wonderful dead or damaged beech habitat, the

set foot, although she does not claim the record.

fungus has multiplied and with it the occasions it is

The first

was on a tree in our own Ray Bray's garden in 2005

colonised by that very rare fly Agathomyia wankowiczi.

(reported in Newsletter 10/4) and the second in her

You may have seen me hopefully running my fingers

neighbour's garden in Orleton in 2008.

along under the plates of G. applanatum - do the same

This is an annual

bracket, often growing in tiers, with a rich chestnut surface

and, with the changing distribution patterns we are seeing,

which appears varnished and with a creamy-white growing

you may beat me to it in Herefordshire- The presence of

edge.

the fly causes gall-like outgrowths from the hymenium,
each gall being 3- 5mm long.

We have more records for Ganoderma lucidum, a very
similar annual species which nearly always occurs on

broad-leaf tree trunks or stumps, oak and hornbeam in
particular.

The fruiting body is usually borne on a long

"stalk", a device which enables it to emerge from a deep
cracks, although it can develop as a conventional bracket.

Identity can be confirmed by looking at the spores as
those of G. camosum are smaller.

The perennial Ganodermas are familiar enough although
in the field it is as well to be cautious about claiming
G. applanatum as you could be misled by a skinny

G. austraie = adspersum.

Ganoderma applanatum with old galls - Hill Water Bootom Wood
(photograph by Jo Weightman)

Jo Weightman
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RUSTING ON THE SEASHORE - an alternative day out at the seaside
The seashore and associated salt marshes may seem unlikely places to search for rust fungi but they can be very
productive. This is a hostile environment and the plants that thrive here may have to survive a twice-daily inundation by the
tide and salt spray. Such plants have adapted by various means to cope with the high salt concentrations and are called
halophytic- Amazingly many of these plants are hosts to specific rust fungi and these in turn must have evolved to cope with
the same conditions and also be halophytic.

I am very lucky to have this habitat within easy reach of my home, both along

the northwest coast of mainland Wales and round Anglesey and I have been able to find and record many of these rusts.
The most highly adapted plants of the salt marsh and mud

In the summer months the salt marshes are beautiful with

flats are those which may be covered by the tide at high

swathes of purple Sea Lavender and purple Sea Aster;

water. Glassworts, Salicornia species, can be infected by

both have associated rusts. Most interesting is Puccinia

an autoecious rust, (all spore stages on the same plant),

dioicae var. extensicola, which can be found on the Sea

called Uromyces salicorniae. Look for the cinnamon-

Aster, Aster tripolium, and is visible as purplish spots on

brown pustules of the uredinia and the dark-brown

the upper surface of the leaves. These indicate the

pustufes of the telia in the summer. The Salicornia seems

presence of delightful, yellow aecial cups with white

to tolerate the infection with few other signs so stands of

fringes or peridia on the underside. This rust is obligatorily

Glasswort may need checking quite carefully.

heteroecious, (alternating between two hosts to complete

I have

recorded this species in VCs 52, Anglesey and 49,

its life cycle), and requires the presence of Long-bracted

Caernarfonshire.

Sedge, Carex extensa. The uredinial and telial stages are
found on this host as brown pustules in late summer. The
two plants are generally found growing fairly cfose
together on the upper parts of the salt marsh and infection
found on one host indicates the presence of the other.
This fact has proved useful for recording sites of Carex
extensa, which is on the Rare Plant Register for VC49.
Described as rare, this is a fairly common rust in both VCs
and generally found wherever the two hosts grow
together.

Uromyces salicomiae

Annual Seablite, Suaeda maritime, is infected by the
autoecious rust Uromyces chenopodii and, by targeted
searching, I was pleased to find this rust last year on
Anglesey, (see HFSG News Sheet 16). This summer!
checked shores near Caernarfon and the Inland Sea

again. In both cases I found the uredinial and telial stages
of the rust, (a new VC49 record).

Look out for groups of

plants with a distinct bright, dark-pink colouration or spots

to the succulent leaves and then further investigate for the
rust pustules.

(Bear in mind that natural colouration and

invertebrate damage may give similar colours).

Both the

above rusts are described as uncommon - more probably
under-recorded.

The autoecious rust on Sea-spurrey, Spergularia species,
is described as
rare or scarce, but

I have recorded
this species in both
VCs. The plant
leaves are small:
therefore, careful
searching and

close examination
of the plants is

required. The cinnamon-brown uredinia and darker brown
telia are visible without a hand lens. Look out also for the
white pustules of Albugo lepigoni, which is fairly common
on this, host and I have recorded both together.
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brown uredinia and teiia can be easily found on the clubrush leaves.

I have only a single site at Conwy for Uromyces limonii
infecting Sea Lavender, Limonium vulgare. L. vulgare is
uncommon on Anglesey and I have failed to record the
rust on any other species. The brown pustules of the
uredinia are easy to see on the thickened leaves of the
host.
Sea Club-rush, Bolboschoenus maritimus, is an attractive
Rush often found in large stands on the edges of salt
marshes and estuaries and sometimes in brackish water.
It is the uredinial and telial host of Uromyces lineolatus, a

heteroecious rust which produces the yellow aecial cups in
clusters on various Umbellifers. I most commonly record
the aecia on the Oenanthe species, Hemlock Water

Dropwort, O. crocata and Parsley Water Dropwort O.
lachenalii, which both frequently grow alongside the Clubrush.

Infection on the former can be heavy, severely

affecting the plant, causing galling of the stems and
distortion of the leaves. Other species said to be infected
are Tubular Water Dropwort, O. fistutosa and Lesser
Water Parsnip, Berula erecta. To date I have not recorded
the rust on these species. More interesting and much less

common is the unrelated, alternate host Sea Milkwort,
Glaux maritima. I have found this infected at a few sites
on Anglesey. Glaux growing in very close proximity and
underneath stands of the Club-rush should be checked in
early summer for the yellow, pink or orange spots on the
leaves indicating the aecial cups underneath. This may be

a separate race of U. lineolatus.as experiments have
shown that, although this rust on Glaux and the one
infecting Oenanthe species are indistinguishable on the

Club-rush, neither are capable of infecting the aecidial
host of the other, {W&H page 359). In late summer the

Many gardeners will be familiar with beet rust, Uromyces
beticola, infecting their beetroot, spinach beet, Swiss

Chard etc. On the seashore the maritime equivalent, Sea
Beet, Beta vulgaris subsp. Maritime, is commonly similarly
infected. Check for brown and brown-black pustules of
the uredinia and telia on both sides of the leaves.

On the upper shore, cliffs and cliff tops there is still more
to find. Patches of white Sea Campion, Silene uniflora
and pink Thrift, Armeria maritma, flourish here and the cliff
tops are often studded with the bright blue flowers of
Spring Squill, Scilla verna, in May and June. These are all
worth examining on your day out-

The Squill is often

infected with the dark-brown telial pustules of the
microcyclic Bluebell rust, Uromyces muscari; Uromyces
armeriae can be found on the Sea-thrift; and I regularly
find the Sea Campion infected by Uromyces behenis. The
leaves of the latter have yellow spots on the upper surface
and beautiful yellow cups on the underside, sitting on
yellow spots, often with a purple tinge or border.
For the real rust enthusiast other plants worth checking
are the Marram and Lyme grasses of the dunes, as well
as other coastal grass species.

Many of the above rust species are described in the texts
as uncommon or rare but, in reality, this assumption may
be due to a real rarity of rust recorders. In many cases
time and patience is required, as in my experience only

relatively few plants may be infected. But I always go
collecting with the assumption that my target species
'should or could' be there and I am more often rewarded
than not. Consequently the Fungi of Northwest Wales
published in 2005 is already very out of date with regard to
the rusts I encourage anyone with an interest in plants

and fungi to look for them to increase your VC records..
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I hope this will inspire some of you to search out these

Ellis, M.B. & Ellis J.E. (1997). Microfungi on Land Plants.

under-recorded species on your next trip to the seaside.

Richmond Publishing Co.

Ltd.

Evans, D. (2008). News Sheet no.16. p10, HFSG.
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TRUFFLES IN HISTORY, MYTH & FOLKLORE

Black Perigord Truffle (Tuber melanosporum)

FLORENCE, Italy - This 3.3 pound truffle fetched a record
$33000 at auction in 2007

Truffles seem to attract myths and folklore on a scale
above that of any other fungi and the earliest records

With the rise in the popularity of the truffle came the
opportunity to make money for finding them. Dogs were

detail the high esteem in which ancient Egyptian culture

favoured for sniffing them out in Italy, whilst in France pigs

held these delicacies.

them regularly, having them coated in goose fat and

were often used. It is interesting to note that only female
pigs are of use for this task, the reason being that the

served to honoured guests.

odour of a truffle mimics that of a pheromone in boar's

Only those in high office consumed

saliva, which presumably the sows find attractive. The
At the time, no-one had any knowledge of exactly what

same pheromone is also present in human male underarm

truffles were, but the theory linking them to lightning

sweat (in much reduced concentration) and is equally well

striking the soil was the best explanation available.

known for exactly the opposite effect on the female of that

Centuries later Theophrastus, a pupil of Aristotle's,

species.

referred to truffles in 500 BC as "a natural phenomenon of
great complexity, one of the strangest plants, without root,

That said, the aphrodisiac properties of truffles have been

stem, fibre, branch, bud, leaf, or flower." Later still, the

widely reported. For example, a French farmer and his

lightning theory resurfaced to be adopted by the Roman

wife, who had remained childless for many years, noticed

writers Juvenal and Plutarch, who both expressed the

one of their pigs consuming truffles.

opinion that truffles were formed by lightning bolts that

they picked a few and stored them indoors. A few days

Having driven it off

heated water and minerals in the ground where they

later, seeing the pig was still alive {obviously, wise

struck.

farmers!) they ate some themselves. They went on to
have thirteen children and ate truffles regularly.

Those who consumed these strange offerings from the
Gods were thought to be given great powers in battle; in
fact, records exist of Pope Gregory IV "boosting his mettle

Then again, most peasant farmers would be far more

with a meal of truffles before battling the Saracens".

levels of Society were the predominant consumers of

I

likely to sell such a find, rather than eat it. The higher

cannot help wondering if he should have given some to his

these fungi; Lord Byron was very keen on them and

men too, since the battle was indecisive?

known to keep truffles on his desk "to stimulate the

imagination when writing".
In the Middle Ages, truffles became far less popular,
mostly due to disapproval from the great power, the

To be fair, at the same time (late 1700's) the humble

Church.

potato was also becoming ever more popular in Europe

The exotic (or possibly erotic) aroma was thought

to come from the Devil and truffles were referred to as

and equally far-fetched aphrodisiac properties were being

"witches fare".

attributed to them.

However, during the Renaissance, truffles

broke free of the Church's grip - especially in France - and
through the reign of Louis XIV their popularity surged. The
King himself was fascinated by the nature of truffles and
set out to cultivate them, which proved to be a complete

Somehow, though, a romantic candle

lit dinner over a pile of lumpy mash, just cannot compete
with the heady aroma of a meal that includes even a hint

of truffles!
Steve Rolph

failure.
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BOOK REVIEWS

The Edible Mushroom Book; a guide to foraging and

Keys to the British genera of Agarics and Boleti.

cooking. By Anna Del Conte and Thomas Laesee, 2008.

By Archie McAdam.

Dorling Kinesley.

ISBN 978-0-9553100-7-2 Available from Pendleside

Hardback ISBN 978 1 4053 3213 2.

£12.99

Nu-Age Productions.

Books. £4.00

Pleasantly presented (hardback with what seems durable
paper pages for field use) with copious photographs.

It

It includes;

starts with where to look (hardwood, softwood, mixed,

•

keys to genera;

parkland); then follow identification notes, (section on 'Top

•

an index of where these genera may be found in other

10 to avoid'); then there is a page-per-species with field ID
notes and notes on value for eating covering about 50
species, They are mostly UK species, but they have
also included Amanita caesarea, Tuber magnatum and
T. melanosporum.
The final section is "In the Kitchen", on preparation and

cooking and gives about 86 wild fungus recipes. Thomas
Laesse was on Kew staff for some years and attended

BMS forays. Anna Del Conte is described as a highly
respected writer on Italian food.

I cannot comment on the

quality of the recipes.
Ted Blackwell

publications;
•

recommended keys for beginners;

•

a Galerina sp. key;

•

a simplified key to Coprinus B.I. (by Derek Schafer)

Although we have not had it for very long, this looks as if it
is going to be a very useful little book, for those specimens
when one hasn't a clue where to start.

Our only criticism

to date is that the laminated paper cover seems rather
prone to separate out, which may give problems in the
field.

Shelly & Mike Stroud

Just to fill up the page, two photos;
•

The top one is of Leucoscypha erminea, found by Shelly Stroud in a wood in Gwent, owned by Derek Schafer.
According to Ellis & Ellis, it grows up to about 5mm diameter and occurs 'on dead leaves among wet sphagnum'.

•

However much of a pain it is - and we have considerable problems with Honey Fungus - it is always irresistible to
photograph!
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